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PER AMARJIT SINGH, JM:

The assessee has filed the present appeal against the order dated
11.07.2019 passed by the Commissioner of Income Tax (Appeals)-08,
Mumbai [hereinafter referred to as the “CIT(A)”] relevant to the A.Y.
2013-14 in which the penalty levied by AO has been ordered to be
confirmed.
2.

The assessee has raised the following grounds: “1.a) That the C.I.T.(Appeals) has erred in confirming the
penalty of Rs.3,89,137/- imposed u/s 271(l)(c) by the Assessing
Officer.
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b) That the said penalty of Rs. 3,89,137/- pertains to addition of
Rs. 12,97,123/- made on account of disallowance of interest

paid on late payment of service tax of Rs.10,59,401/- and
interest on late payment of service and Profession Tax
aggregating to Rs. 2,37,732/-.
c) That in letter dated 24.12.2015 the appellant company had
suo moto stated that the said interest paid aggregating to Rs.
12,97.123/- was not disallowed through an oversight at the time
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of filing the return of income and the same may he added to the
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income returned.

d) That the said disclosure was totally suo moto and not on

IT

account of any discovery by the Income-tax Department.

D

e) That in view of the said bona fide voluntary disclosure made

N

by the appellant no penalty should have been levied.
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f) That the C I.T.(A) has erred in placing reliance on decision of
the Supreme Court in the case of MAK Data (P.) Ltd. reported
in 358 ITR 593 which was a case of disclosure made after
detection by the department.
g) That in the present ease there was no detection by the
department and the disclosure made was voluntary and as such
the facts and case law of the said ease are not applicable to the
present ease and the penalty imposed may be cancelled."

4.

The brief facts of the case are that the assessee filed its return of

income

on

23.09.2014

declaring

total

income

to

the

tune

of

Rs.18,76,28,150/- for the A.Y.2014-15. Thereafter, the case was selected
for scrutiny under CASS. Notices u/s 143(2) & 142(1) of the Act were
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issued and served upon the assessee. The assessee company was engaged in

the business of absorbent cotton and finished products therefrom and export
of the same. The assessee was having 100% Export Oriented Unit situated
at Tarapur and all the products manufactured were exported out of India.
After certain disallowance, the assessment was completed by assessing the
income in sum of Rs.18,79,79,349/- and book profit u/s 115JB of the Act to
the tune of Rs.16,09,10,379/-. Feeling aggrieved, the assessee filed an
appeal before the CIT(A) who partly allowed the claim of the assessee but
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the CIT(A) sustained the addition on account of interest paid on late
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payment of service tax, profession tax etc. of Rs 12,97,123/-. The penalty
proceeding was initiated. Notice was given and after the reply of the
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assessee, the penalty to the tune of Rs.3,89,137/-was levied. The assessee
filed an appeal before the CIT(A) who upheld the penalty, therefore, the

The learned representative of the assessee has argued that the present
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5.

N
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assessee has filed the present appeal before us.

appeal has been filed delayed for the period of 7 days. The assessee filed an
application along with an affidavit stating that the appeal filed was delayed
as Shri Surinder Mehra, CA, who is preparing the above appeal was on
leave from 28.09 2019 to 08.10.2019. The assessee mentioned the reason
for the delay in the application as well as affidavit. Since the delay is for
the period of only 7 days which is not so long therefore we are of the view
that the that the delay is liable to be condoned. Moreover, on appraisal of
the appeal, we are of the view that the case is required to be decided on
merits, therefore the delay for the 7 days in filing of present appeal is
hereby condoned.
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We have heard the argument advanced by the Ld. Representative of

the parties and perused the record. The certain claim of the assessee was
disallowed and thereafter, the assessment was completed by assessing the
total income to the tune of Rs.18,79,79,349/-. The assessee filed an appeal
before the CIT(A) who partly allowed the claim of the assessee but
sustained the disallowance on interest paid on late payment of service tax,
profession tax etc. of Rs.12,97,123/-. The section 271(1(c) reveals that
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(1) if the assessing officer or the Commissioner (Appeals) (or the
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(Principal Commissioner or) Commissioner) in the course of any
proceedings under this Act, is satisfied that any person(c) has concealed the particula s of his income or furnished

On appraisal of the above said finding of Ld. CIT(A), we nowhere
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inaccurate particulars of such income or).”
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found the case of the assessee comes within the ambit of „Concealment of
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particulars of income‟ or „furnishing inaccurate particulars of income‟i.e.
within the ambit of 271(1)(c) of the Act. Disallowance of any claim
nowhere attract the penalty in accordance with law. In this regard, we also
found support of the decision of Hon‟ble Supreme Court in the case of

Reliance Petroproduct Vs. CIT (P) Ltd. 322 ITR 158 SC. Taking
into account of all the facts and circumstances of the case, we are of the
view that the finding of the CIT(A) is not justifiable, hence, the same is
hereby ordered to be set aside. Accordingly, we delete the penalty.
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In the result, the appeal filed by the assessee is hereby allowed.

Order pronounced in the open court on 08/10/2021
Sd/-

Sd/-

(M. BALAGANESH)

(AMARJIT SINGH)

ले खध सदस्य / ACCOUNTANT MEMBER

न्यधनिक सदस्य/JUDICIAL MEMBER

मुंबई Mumbai; ददनां क Dated : 08/10/2021
Vijay Pal Singh (Sr. PS)
आदे श की प्रनिनलनि अग्रेनर्ि/Copy of the Order forwarded to :
अपीलाथी / The Appellant
प्रत्यथी / The Respondent.
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